Neural circuitry underlying linear representation of wind information in a nonspiking local interneuron of the cockroach.
In the cercal system of the cockroach Periplaneta americana, primary sensory interneurons exhibiting a sharp directional sensitivity respond to wind in a linear manner whereas those exhibiting an omnidirectional sensitivity respond nonlinearly. For example, the wind-evoked response in an identifiable, nonspiking local interneuron, 101, which responds preferentially to wind from the left versus the right, is characterized exclusively by a differential first-order (linear) kernel. However, the slow potential response in a cercal giant interneuron, GI-1, is omnidirectional, and characterized by a second-order (nonlinear) kernel with an elongated depolarizing peak on the diagonal with two off-diagonal valleys. We here examined the neural circuitry underlying the linear and nonlinear representations of wind information by the deprivation of inputs from particular sets of cercal hair afferents. Electrical stimulation of the ipsilateral (related to the soma) cercal nerve elicited a depolarizing potential in 101, which was followed by delayed hyperpolarization. A continuous flow of 10(-4) M picrotoxin, which selectively blocked this delayed hyperpolarization, resulted in a significant change in the 101 response from linear to nonlinear. Because no frequency-doubling response was observed, the nonlinearity is due to signal compression (or rectification) that reflects the mechanical property of cercal afferents. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the linear representation in 101 is based on a subtraction process between two subsets of particular column hairs, whose best optimal directions are opposite to each other.